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[Questions 1-5] Choose the one that is closest in 

meaning to the underlined word(s).

 1. No one can get the better of her in an argument. 

    ① obey ② cheat 

    ③ defeat ④ persuade

 

 2. Esperanto is a language that was invented by a 

man named L. L. Zamenhof in 1887. It is called a 

constructed language because it didn’t develop 

naturally. 

    ① useful ② substitute

    ③ artificial ④ surrealistic  

 3. In later life, with retirement, an empty nest, and 

parents and sometimes spouses gone, brothers 

and sisters often turn back to each other for a 

special affinity and link to the past.   

    ① tribute ② closeness

    ③ animosity     ④ contagion   

 4. He is a young hiphop musician who has made a 

fortune through a lot of hit songs. His blatant 

show of wealth is epitomized by his gold 

encrusted belt buckle. 

    ① too banal     ② too obscure

    ③ too conspicuous ④ too belligerent

 5. It seems that no one in history has indulged in 

bathing the way the Romans did. Nearly a dozen 

large public bathhouses dotted the city. 

    ① armed themselves with

    ② satiated themselves with

    ③ repressed themselves in

    ④ acquainted themselves with

  

[Questions 6-8] Choose the one that best fills in the 

blank.

 6. Greenhouse gas has grown sharply since 2000, 

despite growing           about climate change.  

    ① concerns ② references

    ③ gains       ④ competitions

      

 7. Hawaii is a small but beautiful group of islands in 

the South East Pacific Ocean and is          by 

Polynesians. 

    ① hindered    ② regarded

    ③ inhabited    ④ complicated    

 

 

 8. Concerning longevity, larger networks don’t always 

seem to be advantageous to women. Certain 

kinds of ties add more demands rather than       

          more help.

    ① generate  ② distribute

    ③ fascinate ④ attribute

[Questions 9-14] Choose the one that best 

completes the sentence. 

 9. Ms. Sandra Allen will be in attendance for the 

opening night festivities at the restored Peabody 

Art Center, a space           native sculptures 

from all over the world. 

    ① feature ② featuring

    ③ featured ④ used to feature

10. In Korea, a new regulation has recently made     

                     a gift worth more than $40.

    ① it illegal for people to give or take   

    ② people to give or take it illegally 

    ③ illegal for people to give or take

    ④ for people to give or take illegally

 

11. He knows from experience that money is not  

         gives a person happiness.    

    ① which ② that

    ③ who   ④ what

 

12. They                  buy a house now because 

a price increase is coming soon. 

    ① suggested I to ② suggested to me

    ③ suggested that I ④ suggested me to

13. In recent decades, over half of the big cat’s 

prime habitat has been taken over by ranching, 

farming, and development. The jaguars are 

threatened. Conservationists are worried and       

          to protect these powerful animals from 

extinction.

    ① working ② worked

    ③ to work ④ being worked
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14. As the aging population leaves work, many find 

that they have not saved enough money for their 

retirement.   (A)  , the only cost-effective 

solution is to move into the households of their 

children or other relatives.   (B)  , those who 

have lost touch with relatives must rely on the 

government or charitable organizations for support.

    ① (A) For many  (B) Therefore

    ② (A) For the young (B) In contrast

    ③ (A) For one (B) Accordingly

    ④ (A) For some  (B) However 

[Questions 15-16] Choose the one that is 

grammatically INCORRECT.

15. These days, the most popular alternative ①to the 

traditional baby shower is a “couple’s shower,” 

    ②which friends invite both parents-to-be for 

brunch or dinner. As one mother ③puts it, “If we 

want our husbands to take an active role in the 

birth ④as well as in child bearing, then let’s start 

at the couple’s shower.”  

16. Our activities online are often ①contrasted with real 

life, as though the things we do online are 

somehow ②less real. There's a sense of 

anonymity, so we feel less accountable for our 

behavior. The Internet also makes it far ③more 

easily to stumble upon things inadvertently, things 

that we ④would usually avoid in everyday life. 

[Questions 17-25] Choose the one that most logically 

fits the sentence. 

17. The number that seems to be almost universally  

considered unlucky is 13. No other number has 

had such a bad reputation for so long. The 

ancient Romans regarded it as a symbol of 

death, destruction, and misfortune. One of the 

earliest written stories about the number 13 

appears in Norwegian mythology. This story tells 

about a feast at Valhalla to which           gods 

were invited. Loki, the god of evil, came 

uninvited, raising the number to 13. In the 

struggle to throw out Loki, Balder, the favorite of 

the gods, was killed.

    ① 11 ② 12

    ③ 13 ④ 14

18.           is the property of biological systems to 

remain diverse and productive indefinitely. It can 

also be defined as a socio-ecological process 

characterized by the pursuit of a common ideal.

    ① Initiation

    ② Profitability

    ③ Commitment

    ④ Sustainability 

19. An  in tim a te  re la tionsh ip  does no t ban ish 

loneliness. Only when we are comfortable with 

who we are and can function independently in a 

healthy way, can we truly function within a 

relationship. Two halves do not make a whole 

when it comes to a healthy relationship: it takes 

two          .

    ① parts ② twins

    ③ halves    ④ wholes

20. In the forests of West Virginia, USA, digging for 

wild ginseng has been a tradition for generations. 

There’s even been a nickname for these diggers: 

sengers. However, there are laws for              

                the plants can be picked. The 

picking season only runs from September to 

November and only mature plants can be picked 

by hand.   

    ① when and why

    ② where and why

    ③ when and how

    ④ where and how

21. Coober Pedy, a dusty town in South Australia, 

sits atop the world’s greatest known deposits of 

opalㅡa milky white gem with stripes and flecks of 

color. In hopes of getting rich, gemstone miners 

endure the harsh outback environment. They suffer 

through dust storms, flies, and midsummer 

temperatures higher than 120° Fahrenheit (about 

50° Celsius). To escape the heat and the flies, 

the people of Coober Pedy                  . 

They carve homesㅡcalled “dug-outs”ㅡinto the 

hills overlooking the town.  

    ① go underwater

    ② go underground

    ③ ascend the hills

    ④ climb up the trees
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22. Imagine coming home to a smart home after a 

grueling day at work. Doors and windows 

automatically open and close, your favorite music 

plays throughout the house, and dinner cooks 

itself. This sounds like science fiction, but more 

and more homes are           with these 

capabilities. Smart homes can be controlled 

remotely through smartphones or portable 

computers. 

    ① treated ② relocated

    ③ outfitted ④ malfunctioned

23. I am a feminist by my own interpretation: I believe 

men and women are equal physically and 

intellectually. They are entitled to equal rights, 

treatment, and respect. I                   , and 

I immediately assume people are wrong for 

thinking otherwise.

    ① put up with this

    ② take this for granted

    ③ make away with this

    ④ jump to this conclusion

24. Japan has many earthquakes because four 

different tectonic plates           below the 

country’s surface. The threat of earthquakes has 

turned Japan into a world leader in 

earthquake-proof construction. Strong building 

codes are in place for structures of every size.    

    ① divert ② diverge

    ③ convert     ④ converge

25. She was to spend the morning at the Luxembourg 

and would I give her a little luncheon at Foyot’s 

afterwards? Foyot’s is a restaurant at which the 

French senators eat and it was so far beyond my  

          that I had never thought of going there. 

But I was flattered and I was too young to have 

learned to say no to a woman.   

    ① means ② feast

    ③ ordinance ④ prerequisite

[Questions 26-40] Read the following passages and 

answer the questions. 

[Question 26] 

        At first the hunt had not gone well. He saw 

plenty of birds, walking up along the shore of the 

lake to the end, then down the other side, but he 

only saw them after they flew. He had to find a 

way to see them first, see them and get close 

enough to either shoot them with the bow or use 

the spear, and he could not find a way to see 

them. When he had gone halfway around the 

lake, and had jumped up twenty or so birds, he 

finally gave up and sat at the base of a tree. He 

had to work this out, see what he was doing 

wrong. There were birds there, and he had eyes

ㅡhe just had to bring the two things together.

26. 주인공의 상태를 바르게 설명한 것은?

    ① outwitted by the birds

    ② disappointed with himself 

    ③ astonished at the result

    ④ exhausted with the walk

    

[Question 27] 

        Experts argue that foods that are the least 

damaging to the environment are usually the ones 

grown locally. Consequently, some people believe 

that local foods are always more environmentally 

friendly and are therefore the most appropriate 

choice, but is this really true? Some data shows 

that transporting food definitely uses energy and 

produces carbon emissions, but that it makes up 

the very smallest part of the carbon footprint from 

food.

27. From the passage, it can be inferred that local 

foods                            .

    ① leave the smallest carbon footprint

    ② are not always ecologically friendly

    ③ use so much energy in distribution

    ④ are the most popular among the consumers
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[Question 28] 

        A major problem for artificial intelligence (AI) 

researchers is that there is no complete theory 

they can all agree on. Scientists are looking into 

what intelligence is and how people learn. They 

believe that AI can only be fully achieved once 

they understand how thinking works. To do this, 

they must study how humans see the world as 

well as natural ways of talking. So psychology 

and linguistics are more important to AI studies 

than early researchers thought. The inclusion of 

more experts in the process means there are 

more people who might disagree on how best to 

move forward with AI.

28. Which is the best title of the passage?

    ① The interactions of AI with humans

    ② The importance of psychology and linguistics 

    ③ The prospects of AI research in the future

    ④ Making life easier for humans through AI

[Question 29] 

        Many people worry that children who play 

video games a lot are spending too much time 

alone. Critics say that kids should be playing with 

other kidsㅡinteracting and learning to get along 

with others. They say that playing video games is 

anti-social. But research seems to show that the 

opposite is true, that playing video games often 

is a social activity. One study found that 60 

percent of game players play with friends. It turns 

out, then, that video games may not be as 

anti-social as some critics think.  

29. Which is true according to the above passage?

    ① Video games make children aggressive. 

    ② Children learn best when they are entertained. 

    ③ A majority of players do video games with others. 

    ④ Video games teach players to follow social rules.

[Question 30] 

        British actress Audrey Hepburn was one of 

the most influential Hollywood personalities of  

the 20th century. In 1967, despite her immense 

popularity as an actress, she left Hollywood to 

focus on humanitarianism. Although she had done 

work for UNICEF as early as the 1950s, Hepburn 

thought that she could contribute more to society 

by engaging in philanthropy full time. She visited 

underprivileged communities throughout the world 

and dedicated herself to helping impoverished 

children until her death in 1993. In leaving show 

business for charity work, Hepburn felt she        

                    . 

30. Which is the most suitable for the blank? 

    ① was able to make more significant contribution 

to humanity

    ② became gradually focused on helping young 

actors

    ③ lost many opportunities to appear in movies 

and TV shows

    ④ achieved the peace she lacked at the height 

of her popularity

 

[Question 31] 

        In 2004, 24-year-old Claudia Mitchell lost her 

right arm in a motorcycle accident. While she was 

recovering from her accident, she worried about 

her future. But she was very brave.  (A)  She did 

not want the accident to impose restrictions on 

her or confine her to her house.  (B)  She saw 

no alternatives until she read a magazine article 

about Jesse Sullivan and his bionic arm.  (C)   

She said to herself, “I've got to have one of 

those.” Her doctors evaluated her and agreed to 

make her into a bionic woman.  (D)  After 

surgery, Claudia was fitted with a 10-pound 

artificial arm that she could control with her brain. 

She has mastered the use of her new arm and 

entered college.

31. Choose the most suitable position of the sentence 

below in the above passage.  

 The article gave her the incentive to try to get 

her own bionic arm.
  

    ① (A) ② (B)

    ③ (C) ④ (D)
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[Question 32] 

        The former Singaporean prime minister Lee 

Kuan Yew once said, “the Confucian theory was 

that man could be improved, but I’m not sure he 

can be. He can be trained, he can be 

disciplined.” In Singapore, that has meant lots of 

rules (no gum chewing and spitting on sidewalks) 

with fines and occasional notices in the news- 

paper about those who break the rules. Following 

the rules becomes automatic; you don’t see many 

policemen in Singapore. As one resident says, 

“the cop is inside our heads.”

32. Which of the following is closest in meaning to 

the underlined part? 

    ① No house without a mouse. 

    ② Slow and steady wins the race. 

    ③ Empty vessels make the most sound. 

    ④ Habits are first cobwebs, then cables.

[Questions 33-34] 

        “Guns don’t kill peopleㅡcriminals do.” That’s 

a powerful slogan, much more powerful than its 

alternate version, “Guns don’t kill peopleㅡpeople 

kill people.” But this second version, though less 

effective, is much nearer to the whole truth. 

Although accurate statistics are hard to come by, 

it seems indisputable that large number of people, 

not just criminals, kill other people with a 

handgun.                             without a 

newspaper in any large city reporting that a child 

has found a gun, kept by the child’s parents for 

self-protection, and has, in playing with this 

new-found toy, killed himself or a playmate.

33. Which is the best title of the passage? 

    ① The crime rates in large cities

    ② The increase of gun-related crimes    

    ③ The ways to prevent accidental firing

    ④ The dangers of having guns at hand

34. Which is the most suitable for the blank?

    ① Many have seen the day

    ② Scarcely does a day go by 

    ③ We have never had a better day

    ④ Little did we dream about a day

[Questions 35-37] 

(A) This brings us to vaccination. Vaccines have saved 

millions of lives. They’re a proven method of 

disease prevention. Scientists have been 

developing flu vaccines from the 1930s up to 

today, so we have a lot of experience with them. 

Researchers make new flu vaccines every year 

based on the previous year’s flu virus. The 

government recommends that children between 

the ages of 2 and 17, people over 65 and 

anyone who already had a serious illness have 

the flu vaccine. 

(B) It may not sound like a lot, but actually, this is 

hundreds of thousands of people around the 

world each year. It can be especially serious for 

the very old and the very young. Obviously, we 

want to do everything in our power to stop the 

infection spreading. 

(C) Influenza, or the flu, is a respiratory disease that 

can make you feel extremely ill. Ninety eight 

percent of people who get the flu recover after 

several days. While they may feel terrible, there 

are usually no lasting problems. However, the flu 

can cause severe illness or worse for about 2% 

of the people who get it.

35. Choose the appropriate order of the paragraphs.

    ① (A) - (B) - (C)   

    ② (B) - (C) - (A)

    ③ (C) - (A) - (B) 

    ④ (C) - (B) - (A)

36. Which is NOT true according to the above 

passage?

    ① Influenza can become very serious for anyone 

who gets it. 

    ② Influenza is a disease that causes breathing 

problems.

    ③ New flu vaccines are made based on the past 

year’s virus.

    ④ It is recommended that elderly people get flu 

vaccines.

37. Which is the main idea of the above passage?

    ① Influenza can be prevented by vaccination.

    ② People should make sure they live in good 

conditions.

    ③ Influenza spreads through the human population 

in a large region.

    ④ Some experts don’t agree about the necessity 

of vaccination against the flu.
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[Questions 38-40] 

        On vacation in Mexico, Michael jumped into a 

pool. Suddenly a burning pain ripped through the 

back of his thigh. He spotted his attackerㅡa 

small, ugly, and yellow creature, put it in a 

container, and promptly sought medical attention. 

The doctor identified this as a bark scorpion, one 

of the most poisonous species in North America. 

The fierce pain from a sting is typically followed 

by what feels like electric shocks racing through 

the body. Occasionally, victims die. Luckily for 

Michael, an antidote was readily available. He was 

given the injection, was released a few hours 

later, and in 30 hours the pain was gone.

        What happened next could not have been 

predicted. For eight years prior to the scorpion 

sting, Michael had endured a condition called 

ankylosing spondylitis, a sort of spinal arthritis. 

No one knows what triggers this ailment. “My 

back hurt every morning, and during bad 

flare-ups it was so horrible I couldn’t even walk,” 

he says. Incredibly, just days after the scorpion 

sting, his back pain disappeared and now, two 

years later, he remains essentially pain-free. As a 

doctor himself, Michael is cautious about 

overstating the role of the scorpion’s venom in 

his recovery. Still, he says, “if my pain came 

back, I’d                            .”     

 

38. What is the topic of the above passage? 

    ① The dangers of animal bites 

    ② The importance of immediate treatment

    ③ The surprising development of an antidote

    ④ The unexpected outcome of a venomous bite

39. Which is the most suitable for the blank? 

    ① run to Mexico for the cure

    ② let that scorpion sting me again

    ③ find out what causes the ailment

    ④ make sure that an antidote is near at hand

40. Which is NOT mentioned in the above passage?

    ① Michael had been suffering from spinal arthritis 

for many years.

    ② Michael was bitten by a scorpion, the poison 

of which is sometimes fatal. 

    ③  Fortunately Michael was treated with an antidote 

immediately and recovered soon. 

    ④ Michael developed a new disease after he 

recovered from the scorpion sting.

 

 


